
Family Device Contract

I  understand:

� that I am responsible for any repair or replacement costs if I break or lose my device.

� that I am allowed   hours of screen time during weekdays.

� that I am allowed  hours of screen time during weekends.

� that all devices must be powered off by  on weekdays 
and  on weekends. 

� that my parents will have access to when requested, my texts, calls, social media
activity, and online search history.

I agree: 
� to use this phone to call only contacts who have been approved by my parents. If I

wish to add a new contact, I must ask my parents first.

� to ask permission before downloading an application or creating any type of online
account.

� to share with my parents the password I use to access my phone and the passwords I
use to access all online applications. When these passwords change, I must notify my
parents immediately.

� to always answer my phone or text when a parent is contacting me.

� to always follow my school’s rules regarding device and online usage.

I agree to NEVER:
� send texts or post content anywhere online that shames, bullies, or humiliates a

specific person or a group of people.

� text or post photos and videos of anyone without their permission.

� record, video, or photograph anyone without their permission.

� post online or send through text inappropriate photos of myself.

� allow anyone to use my device—except for my parents.

Child
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� download an app that has not been approved by my parents.

� share on social media or anywhere online my full name, address, phone number, date
of birth, or any passwords.

� I agree to talk to my parents honestly when

� someone is bullying or harassing me online or through messaging.

� someone I don’t know tries to contact me.

� someone sends me an inappropriate photo or message.

� someone makes me feel uncomfortable online.

� I see or read something online that makes me feel uncomfortable.

� I make a mistake online.

� I feel I’m using my device too much and need extra help to stay balanced.

These applications are NOT approved for use: 

This behavior will cause my device to be taken away:

In exchange, I 

� will listen patiently and attentively when you need to talk to me.

� will put my phone away during family meals and activities.

� will not text and drive.

� will agree to allow you to use your device within all of the above parameters.

� will respect privacy and only access when given valid reason and communicate it
clearly.

Signed

Child:   

Parent: 

Parent
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